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01.ABOUT ME
UX UI DESIGNER

Experience
Student in Web Design since 3 years. I am now starting a user 
and interface experience master. I worked with different 
companies in France and abroad (Optima.Media, Vit’Manu, 
Dm Scope…).

Mission
Develop and create websites , Improve their efficiency. Adapt 
and standardize structures.

Languages
English, Spanish, French.

Location
Paris.

안녕하세요



EDUCATION

IIM 
PARIS

Integration at IIM in Paris, 
majoring into web design. 

Now studying a UX UI master.

KYONGGI 
SOUTH KOREA

Exchange student at Kyonggi 
university in South Korea, double 

majoring triple I and design.

OPTIMA MEDIA S.L 
BARCELONA

Currently working at 
Optima Media S.L in 

barcelona as web designer 
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02.
Company

Optima Media S.L is a digital company founded in 2018. It 
operates in performance digital marketing, offering B2B 
solutions to national and international companies in a way to 
maximise their visibility and profits through advertising and 
comparison websites.

Optima Media responds to a growing market demand in the 
banking, financial, energy, mobile telephony sectors.

Based in Spain (Barcelona) Optima Media is positioned as a 
leader in online comparison sites thanks to its international 
operational presence in France, Spain, Italy and United States.

PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS

OPTIMA MEDIA S.L

WEB DESIGNER



02.1MY WORK
Mission

Recruited as Web designer I joined Optima Media in 2020.

My main missions were to adapt and fix the company 
design through logos, graphical charter and websites but 
also to standardize the processes into the company and 
harmonise the contents thanks to  new docs, 
presentations, dashboard update and UX possibilities 
updates and create advertising campaigns for all the 
company markets and sectors.

Also I helped the company into graphical design thanks to 
the creation of visuals contents, videos and images  
retouching.



02.1MY WORK



02.2ADVERTIZING



02.2ADVERTISING



02.3TEMPLATES



VIT’MANU

”
PROJECT LEADER

Company
Vit'Manu is a wine agency based in the Aisne for more than 15 years.

They specialize in the pruning and maintenance of the vines as well as 
in the grape harvests during which they provide staff for the major wine 
estates.

Mission
Design the visual identity and development of a front and back office.
Creation of a web-app for the Vit’Manu's company as project manager.

03.



03.1STYLE TILE

Company identity recast and update, showing 
new fonts, colors, images, text and style. This 
Style Tile showed at the beginning of the projet 
how the company’s site and supports will be 
once adapted with our proposals.



03.2LOGO

The new Vit’Manu logo. This one represents 
different aspects (grapes, tools, the V, leaves, 
cuter) also you can find something dynamic 
and alive representing the company mission.
Adding text “Vit’Manu” is also written as if it 
were a group of various tools.



03.3WEBSITE



03.3WEBSITE



03.4WEB APP

In order to solve personal 
management problems, and 
to provide an appropriate 
response we establish and 
develop a web app.



03.5MOCKUP

Flyer emailing 
and mockups



DM SCOPE

”
WEB DESIGNER

Company
DM-scope was designed to optimize the care of people with myotonic 
dystrophy in France and promote research.

DM-Scope is first of all a medical database which gathers information on 
the quality of life of each patient who wished to participate.

Mission
Design of the visual identity and development of a front page site for the 
DM-Scope laboratory specializing in myotonic dystrophies as technician 
in Creation and Design.

04.



04.1
MOODBOARD & 
STYLE TILE



04.2INFOGRAPHICS



04.3WEBSITE



04.3WEBSITE



05.
AWA'R is a factual company created during an 
educational project around the winter X-Games. Its 
offer is a survival device in case of snowfall.

Establishment of brand identity and product design. 
Creation of a graphic charter and visual identity as 
well as web development of a showcase site.

EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

AWA’R

WEB DESIGNER



05.1LOGO AND
WEBSITE



THE SLEEP SCHOOL

”
WEB DESIGNER

The Sleep School is an aid institute for people who face sleep 
difficulties. Most often linked to stress, they work with professionals but 
also with clinical cases in children.

Establishment of a graphic charter and the universe of the brand from 
its logo. Development of web and mobile models.

06.





DIAGONAL

”
WEB DESIGNER

Diagonal is an application for students wishing to find reading sheets 
and additional information on works studied in high school, college or 
higher.

Graphic charter, logo and implementation of an XD application around a 
literary project.

07.



07.1XD PROTOTYPE



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

THANKS!

Do you have any questions?
paulo.virantin@orange.fr
+33 631212118 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-virantin-82890b103/

MANY 감사

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-virantin-82890b103/

